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. PROLOGUE 

We know from experience 
that the protective circl e , 
the mandala, i s the 
traditional ar1ticote for 
chaotic states of mind . 

c.G. Jung 
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~-
;.ft.er a year and a half of stu~g mandalas , l:xxiy therapy, massage therapy, 

a,-.ataTIY and physiology, Jungian psychology and death counseling, I have finally 

·vea· at and 00iupleted my Master ' s culminating project, a synthesis , ideally, of 
ar,:"l 

all .r::/ previous v.ork . How appropriate, then, to present my work via a mandala pro-

ject:, for the r.andala as a "self- integrating ritual, " (Arguelles , p . 15) has 

preciselY reflected my experience both over the past year and a half , and in writing 

t:h.is paper. 

In Ja.,ua...ry of last year, I was beginning an independent study project on Jungian 

< arcr,qpes. Early on in my readings I stumbled across a statement whose message 

::..-:-pressed rre deeply . In the staterrent which begins this introduction, I felt that 

I had found s01rething both valuable and profound . With little conscious awareness, 

a~ t'ie t:ure , of how far my curiosity would take me , that staterrent launched my 

pe..'"Sonal involverrent and professional interest in the rnandala . 

7he e>..ploration and lea..."'Iling process has been a slow, gradual evolution. I 

read Jtmg ' s basic L~eories on mandalas and created my first mandala on February 16 , 

:976 with much conscious concem as to balance , syrrmetry and symbolism, disregard

i.~g in r;rJ search Jung ' s view that the mandala symbol arose spontaneously in ti.rres 

of psychic dissociation or disorientation. (Jung , 1969, p . 387) My inner sense 

to pursue actively t.~e experience of the mandala held precedence , as I think it 

should. In any event, over the next several months , I periodically retw:ned to 

'fr.J ?a~r, cc:r;pass and colors to create other mandalas . 

It is IT¥ experience that I usually take to my materials when in agitated states, 

and find that the rrandala often tirres acts as a catharsis , clearing and cleansing 

'iiiJ psychic system of fragmented pieces which have been jostling, bumping and 

s,..,irli.'1g about rre . One early r.andala , in particular , startled me, while simultan

T,Ously re,:nforcing my belief in the inherent power of the mandala to plumb psychic 

depths · ana surface W1Conscious material. I was in excruciating pain and picked 
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~ rrrf pad hoping to release sOire of the physical tension onto the paper or, at 

ast to 
take my mind off my pain. As I was alrrost finished coloring in the 

le _, 

cirele, a primitive ren.di tion of a rrask leapt out at me • It convinced rre o:: the 

mandala ' s inherent magnetism, "like a kind of spell on one's awn personali-i:y . " 

(Jung, 1962, p . 103) Joan Kellogg fondly expresses this sarre idea by saying that: 

"A':. sore point, the mandala takes over, and begins to do you." A.rid so, too, did 

this cu}Jninating project on rrandalas begin "to do'' rre . Interestingly enough, I 

bega'l it with the case presentation, only later adding Parts I and III, for t-Y"\l.!.y 

my work with this client and her rrandalas has been the core or center of my 

learning process . 

When I chose t o focus on rrandalas for my culminating project, I was unawa......-e of 

the inplications of my choice, and these have reverberated to the depths of my 

psyche. Not only have I gained much personally from the process , but I have bequn 

to £onnulate new ways of approaching therapy , the rrost c.'1erished result bei!lg the 

ability to see, tbrot...-gh t_}ie rrandalas, the steady unfoldrrent of an individual I s 

psychic story, his/her journey through the unconscious and its effect. And Lr1 

watching the story gradually surface and progress , I have gained respect f or each 

unique story and its creator . This , in tum, has changed my style of t-.:o:::-k to 

a rrore non-directive approac.ri . After all , I feel , who am I to t.arn?er wi t..'1 t_l-)e 

creation of a masterpiece? Guide , perhaps ; offer observations, ye s . But t..1-ie 

OV'eIWhelrPing ef£ect on my counseling work through mandala study is tr.e solid belie£ 

tbat, if clients are corrmitted t o their therapeutic processes , Ui.ey ca.'1 and w::..11 , 

m::.,ve at t.l'1eir own pace to wherever they need to go. I , in effect , need only be 

present, fully, to watch, perhaps one of the rrost awesome processes of life at 

"'"Ork -- healing and growth and the dawn of consciousness. 



PART I 

THE MAGIC CIRCLE 

Without beginning , without end 
Without past , without future . 
A halo o f light surrounds the world of law . 
We forget one another , quiet and pure , 

a l together powerful and emp ty. 
The emptiness i s irradiated b y the 

light of the heart and of heaven . 
The wate r of the sea is smooth 

and mirrors the moon in its surface. 
The clouds disappear in blue space; 

t he mountains shine clear . 
Consciousness reverts to contemplation; 

the moon d isk rests alone . 

Book of Consciousness and Li fe 
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.Mancala, in Sanskrit, ireans circle, though rrore accurately the work connotes 

a rnagic circle. 
(J ung , 1962 , p . 99) Generally, t.he mandala includes the form o:: 

-fl ... ·""',.. wheel or cross, a - ~, 

quadripartite strueture ." 

the latter an indication of its "distinct tendency towards 

(JW1g, 1962, p . 100) 

The mandala can be painted , drawn, sculpted or danced. (Jung, 1969 , p . 387) Or, 

it rnay inoorporate a square , circle, and triangle as a three- dimensional st..'!7.lct~e 

as with the Hindu stupa. (Perry, 1953, p . 1 06) Its size and the rnateriaJ..s/rrediL'1l 

used to create it vary with its intended p1-Lrpose or function . It niay, for examp:e, 

be oonstructed with oolored chalk on the ground as in Buddhist and Hindu initiatio:1 

cerem:>nies, or it may take the form of a massive building or structure like the 

"Ka'abah", the Mosl em "House of God" in Mecca . (Perry, 1953, p . 89) 

'!be nandala derives its "rragical" qualities from the fact that it is a syrr.bo2.., 

"a living, organic entity which acts as a releaser and transf onrer of energy." 

(Edinger, p . 109) 

Sirrple mandala symbolism includes the circle, usually wi t.h a quaternity, or

multiple of four . The fonrer symbolizes unity, conpletion and original perfection , 

"the perfect state in which opfOsites are united - the perfect beginning because 

the ~sites have not yet flcwn apart and the world has not yet beg1.m_, t.he perfect 

end because in it the OpfOsll{les have come together again in a synthesis and t.'1e 

"'Orld is once ""'"'e at "'est." (N 8) Its f cti. et·1 t .... h o· · m..1.1. .,_, eumann, p . per e on r ec s w .e 1. v1..r1e 

.Absolute, the Void, or One £rom whence all else corres . 

Next appears a central point, a ca11ter, in psychological terms , the ego, or .:..n 

religio-mythological teD11S, the light whi ch heralds creation and the onset o:: 

the Many errergi.ng from t.he One . The Many manifest itse lf first in opf()sites, 

i.e. t\.vo; and then four , t.'he squaring of the circle, the quaterni ty which represents 

"the I 
four-square ' reality of limited human consciousness , the material sphere, 

our earth. " (Waters , 1950 , p . 429) (See Fig . 1) This particu1ar rrotif is seen 
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. rrandalas that depict Horus with his four sons ; in Christian mandalas , 
in E9YPt1an 

. t in the center with the four evangelists surrounding him; in . 1ati ve 
with (llr1 S 

,Atnerican sa.Tld-paintings with the four directions in dif£erent colors; in Buddhist 

,randalas, whe......-e four gates are guarded by deities or four different aspects of 

Boodha· 
Myt.'t'X)logically, symbolically and spiritually, the mandala thus represe!!ts the 

unioo of heaven and earth , relationship of the Many and the One . Psychologically , 

it reflects whol eness of self and " . . . in the unfolding flor.ver of the mandala 

the animal t ension of opposites is overcare , transcended by a self which blossoms 

forth into a corolla of opposites .. . This corrbination of t.he self with the 

stability of the ego serves to subdue and bind in a rragic circle all oontents , 

whether of the \oX>rld or the unconscious , outside or inside ." (Neurrann, p . 417) 

In this way, the wandala also r eflects the symboli c process itself . Just as 

the synrol ~ rks to unite the unconscious wi t..11 the oonscious, so t(X) , the r..aridala 

acts in s uch a way as to bala11ce and hanronize those very sarre spheres . Thus , .:. t 

goes beyond representing wholeness of self to functioni.Tlg as t.l-ie archetype of whole

ness fran whence its psycho-spiritual potency stems. (Jung, 1969, p . 388) 

It is essential that one keep in mind the dynamic , archetypal qualities of 

the llBl'ldala, for its noverrent, though ooncretized t.'1rough images , ref lects, and 

indeed catalyzes, an ongoing process . When Plotinus in the Ermeads described 

the zelationship o f the center to the soul , of the i t o the Self , he was also 

C!l!pressing an inherent mandala characteristic . 

. . . the soul 's rroverrent is not 
a s traight l ine unless indeed it 
have /sic/ undergone sorre devia
tion . - On the contrary, it circles 
around sorrething interior, around 
a center. Now the center is that 
from which proceeds the circle, 
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:DlAD\i1i 
Oppos, e..s 

~ u..o.{ u-ni~ 

fig . 1 

0 

The Buddhist configuration from 
Blofeld's The Tant ric Mysticism 
o f Tibet, p:-102 
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that is the soul . The soul will 
therefor e rrove around the center, 
that is around t.he principle from 
which she proceeds; and trending 
towards it, she will attach herself 
to it, as indeed all souls should. 
The souls of the divinities ever 
direct themselves towards it and 
that is the secret o f being atta
ched to the center. (Jung, 1959 , 
p . 219) 

'!his circular notion has a t,..,u- fold function. First, i t stirs c..'1 Lr1teraction 

between the unoonsci ous and the conscious . If the mandala i s rroving left (counter

clockwise) , there is a regressive tendency towards imrersion in the unconscious . 

Uthe mandala is noving right (clockwise) then unconscious rraterial is sur::aci.ng 

to 0CllSCiousness. (Kellogg, 1977) Secondly, the circunambulatory rrove.rre..t1t also 

cmates a protective sphere for psycho-spiritual contents , and encourages concen

tration inwards . 

The image has t.he obvious purpose of 
drawing a sulcus primicenius , a magi
cal f urrow around the templum or tern
enos (s acred precinct) of the innerrrost 
personality, in order to prevent ' flc,,..,
ing out,' or to guard by apotropaeic 
rreans against deflections through 
e xternal influences . The magical 
practires are nothing but the pro
jections of psychic events, which 
are here applied in reverse to the 
psyche , like a kind of spell on one 's 
OwI'l i;ersonality. That is to say, by 
rreans of these roncrete perforrrances , 
the attention, or better said , the 
interest, is brought back to a11 inner, 
sacred domain, which is the source and 
goal of the soul and which rontains 
the unity of life and consciousness . 
The unity onre oossessed has been lost 
and must ncM be-found again . (Jung, 
1962, p. 102- 3) 
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In other words, the circle represents the Self; its boundaries preserve 

, · ty mi...en, within the enclosure, the unconscious is .:r eec. and guaxd its integri . .w 

and t,eginS to direct the process . This is what Jung refers to as "the sun 

.,_i t,egins to run • • • the Tao begins to work and to take over leadership . " 

(J\OJ, 1962, p . 103) The circulatory rroverrent is the "turning in a circle a_round 

mieaelf," and activates ''all the light and dark forces of human nature, and wit..11 

them, all the psychological opp::>sites of whatever kind they may be . It i s self

)aOifledge by rreans of self- incubation. " (Jung , 1962 , p. 104) 

Ralph Metzner and Tinothy Leary in their article, "On Progranming Psyc..l-iedelic 

,:,cperiences," offer another explanation of how the mandala functions : 

frni/ rrechanism of the mandala can 
also be understood in ter:ms of the 
neurophysiology of the eye . . . /as7 
the rrandala is a depiction of the -
structure of the eye , the center 
corresponds to the foe val "blind spot. " 
Since the blind sPOt is the exit from 
the eye to the vi~ual system of the 
brain, you are going in to the brain 
• . • The mandala is an instrurrent 
for transcending the world of visually 
peroei ved phenorrena by first centering 
them and turning them inward. (Arguelles, 
p . 241) 
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SPIRITUAL ASPECTS 

In its nos t e1a1:x:>rate, intricate and finest manifestations, the mandala 

cosmic map which reflects the universe and deep , universal Truths . 
.rvesasa 

fo
- which is generally stylized with similar patterns, forms and colors 

In t;his ~ .. , 

appearin9 globally, irrespective of religion or historical age, the mandala is 

eap]oyed literally as a roap of the heavens , as an initiation tool , as a rreditative 

deVioe, and a religio-aesthetic window to higher truths . 

'!be nest obvious e.xarrples of literal naps can be found in Stonehenge and t.'1e 

Aztec: SUnstone (M:!xican calendar Stone) . These structures accurately conveyed 

aat:1011anical knc:Ml edge which was also rrerged with the religions belief systems of 

the culture. Hence, the ancient sciences clearly carried deep spiritual knowledge . 

It was believed, for example , in Tantric Mysticism, Medieval Astrology and Alc.1-ie.my 

and elsewhere that the microcosm (man) and the macrocosm (universe) were of 

identical. construction and mirrors of each other. (Blofeld, p . 103) 

'1he Native American Plains Indians , for exarrple, beauti£ully and sirrply 

viewed the Medicine Wheel (mandala) as the Universe. "It is change, life, death, 

birth and learning . This Great Circle is the lodge of our bodies, our minds, and 

our hearts. I t is the cycle of all things that exist. The circle is our Way o f 

'lbucbing, and of experiencing Hanrony with every other thing around us. And for 

tboee wh> seek understanding, the Circle is their Mirror." (Storm, p . 14) 

'lhus, was oom the i.rrpulse to use mandalas in initiation rituals, wJ,..ich ex

PDllc! and guided neophytes to higher spiritual realms . When utilized for this 

PQl:poee, access to the mandala was "tJ1e culmination of a long and patient appren-

ticesbi panda proof of the spiritual maturity which the Master . .. recognized 

1n the neap,.,.~- 11 , 

• •,l' ua:S. (Tucci , p . 85) Great precision and care is taken with the 

CDnstruction f 0 these mandalas , for any error, omission or oversight nullifies 
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This is so because this type of mistake indicates inattention on 

t:111 ~- . hi /h . . t 1 1 1 . :tl initiate and thus a flaw in s er spm ua or psyc 10 ~c ... 
tbe part of the ' 

attitul! tt,Wards the process . Concentration, utrrost attention arid clarity are 

prereqw,sites to this r itual. (Tucci , p . 38) 

Yet there are less rigid and less spiritual uses of the mandala . 

. . . If the mandala is a guide to 
salvation , inasmuch as it arouses 
liberating recognition, it follows 
that the rrandala must assUire an in-. 
finite number of aspects. In Buddhism 
the imrense spiritual or intellectual 
variety of c reatures has been recogni
zed from the beginning, so that truth, 
in order to be operative and penetrate 
rren ' s hearts , must be refracted i n a 
thousands rrodes . (Tucci , p . 76) 

Beginning at this point, the mandala ~rocess would be trans~onned frcm a 

CXWld.c Dlllp to a "psychocosrrogram, " a unique, spiritual journey. (Tucc i , p . 25) 

h initiate, s tarting with himself , w.:>uld allow his internal senses to guide 

bfa to his Truth as do ~ Naskapi Indians of the Labrador Peninsula. 

In order to comnunicate with the Great r,,,.an (the name given to the soul) , t..rie 

llae'rlpia tum to their dreans If th➔pay "serious attention" to their dreams , 

tbay 8Ee blessed with, not only nore dream; , but nor e clarity and qualitative 

then 

dv!nga in the dreams . At sorre point, they are, through the dreams, instrt.'Cted to 

0CDcted• and Preserve the night- acquired knc,...,ledge through sane artistic endeavor, 

With the end ' 
result being a mandala. (Rohe im, p . 201) 

The m:mdala , l::orn, thus of an inner 
inpulse . . . /Is7 a support for rredi
tation, an external inst.rurrent to 
J?XOVOke a11d procure such visions 
in quiet concentration and rredita-
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tion. The intuitions which, at 
first' [sru.nii . . . capricious 
a'ld unpredictable are projected 
outside the mystic who , by oon
centrating his mind upon them, 
rediscovers the way to reach his 
secret reality . (Tucci , p . 37) 

In this ocntext, the mandala is an external representation of a11 inner 

_,.,.. _ a personal map of one ' s journey to hicper states of consciousness . 

!Id.a - conoept of mapping can also be applied to the psychological process 

of !nrlividuation, and, hence, it oorres as no s u..rprise that the mandalas spiritual 

flllct:iDnl closely paralle l its psychological functions . 
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PSYCHOLCGICAL ASP~S 

li 
, ous cererronial uses , the mandala acts as a .map for ini. ti ates, 

Ill its re gi ' 

as a symbol of duality and representation of the 
• a ptoteeti ve enclosure, 

➔ Hation and subsequent union of opposites; and as a healing tool . Trans
_, ■1',.I-
Jat:8cl intO psycool ogical terrt1S, the mapping parallels the projective uses of 

t!la lllll)daJa; the protective enclosure can be seen as the setting of limits and 

IOll(!edes of ego, self and others ; the union of opposites can be interpreted 

• 
811 

axdJetypal process ; and healing -- the goal of lx>th the ancient rituals 

llll tba cunent therapeutic rites -- is the return to wholeness, the result of 

the IP'!da]a' s integrating, ordering and harrronizing effects . 

Just as "capr i c ious and unpredictable" unconscious material in the mandala 

of a apiritual seeker would symbolically act as guideposts on the road to a 

%8ali.ty, so tDo does the mandala of a client depict various psychological 

81111Cm in the healing and growth process . 'Ihus, the mandala can be seen as a pro

jectiw tool which cari be used by a clinician/diagnostician to "read" or rronitor 

nape in the client' s process . In the battery of projective tests and tools 

cm:teut1y errployed, the rrandala, though a far distant cousin to the Rorschach, 

ft ~ App:ceception Test (T.A.T. ) and Bender-Gestalt Visual t-btor Test, is 

c:1aaa1y akin to art therapy and projective devices which have errerged from that 

f1el4, 8u:h as fingerpainting , drawing, painting, etc. The reasons for this are 

~ P'irst, stringent , rrethodological derrands have effectively curtailed 

t:htPDb!ntial. of certain projective devices , such as the Rorschach and T.A. T. , L'1 

11111a Of the data they can offer. 

l'or ex&tple, the Rorschach Test, which consists of ten ink blot designs on 

"1.te ~ or s lides, is best suited to discovering the nature of thought 

' em:>tionai organization, and, to a lesser e>..tent , psychiatric diseases , 
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-nic aysftmctions . The '!ho.....natic Apperception Test (T .A. T . ) , on 
11111111111 ..... oro ... ,:,--

... ~ oones in on the interpersonal relationships of the individual , 
.. dJl!lrP//:IU"'"I 

' dentall y can diagnose disorders. The lt>saic Test, the stimulus o f 
CllllYinCl-

-~ ... ex>lored, gearetric foDTIS, originally was used to diagnose --~•I 
..c,mal di,sturbances , tenperrrental dif ficulties and intellect ual deficiencies; 

611C--
.. , its use was expanded to clinical diagnostics. (Wertharn, p . 231 ) The 

••M¼ in the use of these and other techniques, such as the House- Tree- Person 

Di d71!J, Make-A- Picture Technique, Picture- Frustration Study, etc. , is that, 

.,.pt 1lar syrrptanatic classification and/or organic dysfunction diagnosis , their 

- ailply affix l abels to the client, and little in t.11e way of therapy or even 

Further, t.11is "symptom analysis" tells only half t.lie 

(Jung, 1966, p. 89) By ignoring the full range and depth of psychic pro

GIIIIII the rich, intricate unconsci ous realms are barely ta~. Fr ee artis tic 

apt rim, whil e currently far less precise, seerrs to f ill t..11e gap in the 

~ regia,.s left uncharted by these projective tests . 

!be llllndal.a, finger painting , drawing and painting seem to corobine several 

dlff•iFaat: functions and thus present a rrore holistic picture of t.he person ' s 

These functions include the surfacing and ordering of un

ODNaloaa lllterial freely by the client, the inner cathartic exorcizing o f 

dllotlc fngnents and the establishrrent of a non- verbal channel of conmunica~on. 

Qlt.nr tbaae techniques, the stimuli factor is negligible , for unlike tbe Rorschach, 

'l'.&.t., et.a]. th . . 
•' e client can proJect onto a clear, cleal'l space all t ha t s ee..'!15 

fD•p lettUy · ' &• 81 9nJ.:::icant. He/she can literally, within the bounds of t.'1e 

..._ 81:ructurau . 
ze his/her imrediate experience, the rrost pr essing gestalten ·•--tt. 

"1rt:ber' in 'NC>rking with the finger painting technique, Clower 

that "with the Rorschach and Therratic Apperception Tests . 

(p. 107) 

repeated 
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flllll!I to elicit repetitive, stereotyped responses from many types o f 

• 
• DUPlicate finger paintings , .hcMever, occur only with those with organic 

..-,, or with chronic, fixed !_:>ersonali ty defenses . Hence, finger painting, 

tla tbe other rrore artistically- based techniques , can be utilized over a 

pld0d of time and rrore f requmtly wi thin the therapeutic tine span, .intro

tbe 00nc:ept of frequent and closely rronitored client progress . 

i.t).y, at sare point, the boundari es between sirrple expressi on of t he dis

Clllllllll•d" psyche and the healing process rrerge to becorre, essentially, two aspects 
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HEALING ASPECTS 

DI ~ytic circles, Jung was the first to observe that those suffering 

JllllddC disorder and/or fragirentation and in need of a re- uniting of their 

80U1Jbt the healing qualities of the mandala. He stated that: 

As a rule , a mandala occurs in conditions 
of psychic dissociation or disorientation, 
for instance in the case of children be
tween the ages of eight and eleven whose 
parents are about t.o be divorced, or in 
adults , who, as a result of a neurosis 
and its treatment, are confronted with 
the problem of opposites in hurnan nature 
and are consequently disoriented; or 
again in schizophrenics whose view of 
the ~rld has becorre confused, owing t.o 
the invasion of incorrprehensible contents 
from the unconscious . In such cases , it 
is easy to see how the severe patten'l im
posed by a circular image of this kind com
pensates the disorder and confusion of the 
psychic state - narrely, through the con
struction of a central point to which 
eve.rything is related, or by a concentric 
arrangeirent of the disordered multiplicity 
and of contradictory and irreconcilable 
elarents. This is evidently an atterrpt at 
self-healing on the part of Nature, which 
does not spring from conscious reflection 
but from an instinctive inpulse . (Jung, 
1969 , p . 387- 8) 

-healing is accomplished by rreans of errptying of the mind via the 

of ?Teltal oonplexes, thus liberating the self from rrental obsessions . 

' p. l5) Another way of seeing this process is that the magic c ircle 

tbe Pf!rson to surface what seems to be Lrreconcilable 0P90si tes and s91i ts . 

lllaterial_ ; s surf ced di · · · ed - a , stance is created and a new perspective gain 

tant 00nscious decision-making ca._oabili ties increased. The mandala 
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. teS via symbols expressed by the client in color ill!ld fonn, a 
t:IIJ9 actJ.va 

between the conscious and unconscious . 
oe(1ial.09Ue! 

n- 1mhnl II is derived from symbolon, or syrnbolum, whic."1 originally 
- WOid, =>:t••...,.., , 

to a coin or stick, broken in half as a gesture of a pledge . The r e-

of the broken pieces would s e....rve to remind the parties of their union or 

(Edinger , p . 130) Now symbols literally parall e l that 

f\s]Ction i n terns of reminding the self of "the other" portion of the self 

· us, and acting subliminally to restore the union, hanrony and bal

ot the unoonscious with the conscious . 'Ihe "totally other" is neither fully 

mr fanillar and difficult , if not impossible to express in. words. (Wallace, 

It) Bence i t seeks non- verbal ireans of expression - syrnbol.s . 

J11Zbert ~ad nade an interesting obse~ation in this light when he discover ed 

.. a.,ings of serondary school girls ronsistently depicted niandala forms. Now 

• Jlaltzuctions given by the teacher consi sted of _sirrply telling the girls prior 

~ r .. ~~ng~ to relax, to "feel at peace not thinking of anything. " (Read , p . 1 86) 

- mmful. study of the pictures, Read concluded that "the real significance 

-~ mini-pictures is the revelation of processes of integration within the 

~- the child and below the level of ronsciousness • . . Obviously the 'pic

tae,•; not CXJre fran without ; they are a'1. internal phenorrena of sorre kind and 

llllt • a basis in the physiology of oonsciousness. But they are then organized: 

r:,IIIJ ,ryatal.lize into a fonnal pattern, discover an appropriate configuration or 

(Read, p. 189- 90) Read further theorizes that, "psychic equi-

11hich i s the basis of all equableness and intellectual int egration or 

ts below the level of ronsciousness is allowed or e.'1.rouraged t o take 

it notably does in all forms of imaginative activity -- day-dreaming, 

elaboration of fantasy, creative expression in colour , l.ine and \..Ords ." 

p. 191) Through this illustration we can see how f ree art expre ssion lends 

;to the IrandaJ.a rrotlf s pontaneousl y while simultaneously underlining t.'1e 
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i ficance in personality integration • •• ■ign- --

1 the mandala functions to surface unconscious , non- verbal nat erial a• 1eve , 
ppdde a d,anl'lel of corrmunication, both between the individual 's cons cious 

a111a111ClD'US. 'I'he unspeakable , unknowable thus becorres expressable , and the 

the "objectivation of unconscious images. " (Jung , 1955 , 

its rrost potently destructive forces \\!hen i t goes unrec

Thus, the surfacing and concretizing of these forces 

necessarily involving verbally articulated insights . 

• 93) Fozm and order, the functions o f our consciousness, are therefore 

, the symbol of wholeness and conpleteness. Mandalas were once used by 

to establish the bounds of property and city states . The cardinal dir

vith a circle around them provided the "foundation" for whatever was to be 

!lhus, the mandala can be seen as the "inner refounding" of the individual . 

Once the magical boundaries are established, with.in the 

fmm, the individual can open up to the full force of unconscious expression 

artistic projections, and this , in and of itself, is healing . 

The descent into the depths will bring 
healing . It is the way to the t otal 
being , to the treasure which suffering 
mankind is forever seeking, which is 
hidden in the place guarded by terrible 
danger. This is the place o f prirrordial 
consciousness and at the same tirre t.~e 
place of healing and redenption, because 
it contains the jewel of wholeness. It 
~ the cave where the dragon of chaos 
lives and it is also the indestructible. 
city, the rragic circle of terrenos , the 
sacred precinct where all the split off 
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parts of the personality are united. 
(Jung, 1968, p. 137) 

tbiS point, it may be profitable to raise a question concerning the i.mp;:)si

a circle in this healing process, as opposed to allowing full, free expres

J,s ~ e wit.Ji rrost other art-oriented projective tools . It is my belief that 

helps to contain, and also perhaps nudge , the process along. I t does 

symbolic representation of the circle which assists the psye;'1e in 

atimulating the prilrordial levels and providing a boundary and container 

a,ntents errerging from those levels . 

circle, as stated previously, is charged with a psychic energy constellating 

Also inherent in its form is a regressive 

Platonic myth , for example, tells us that "prirreval !l'al1 was round, his 

(Edinger, p . 8) Rhoda Kellogg in her art 

has also docurre.11.ted that as children begin to draw, early \\urk results 

which are irmediately follo.ved by circles . Children' s attempts to 

f i gures, generally their first self- selected subjects, errerge as circles 

ges depicted as rays of the circle. Thus, we can infer that, symbol-

"the hurran psyche was originally round, whole, complete .. II 

Hence, it is this sarre psychic space to which we direct the 

a pencil- drawn circle . The therapeutic value of a pause in this internal 

beautifully put by Ulanov who states : 

The circumarnbulation of the conceiving 
processes usually takes place in stillness 
and darkness . . . Darkness, as op!X)sed to 
the burning rays of the sun, characterizes 
t.lie world of the unseen , and the mysterious 
process of the unconscious where creative 
activity starts, and the soul's "WOunds may 
begin to heal themselves . Nighttirre is the 
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ti.Ire of sleep and of recovery, of regeneration 
a~d of healing. (Ulanov, p . 170- 1) 

0 
Indians of New Mexico re-create this sane symbolic process speci

healing purposes. When a person is ill, a sand painting is drawn arid 

Jo:tge or rredicine lodge is oonstructed in its center . Another magical 

Js c)raWl1 within the lodge with a bowl of healing water occupying its center. 

• states Jung, "symbolizes the entrance to the underworld." (Jung , , 
123) Thus, the Pl.Eblos utilize the unoonscious underworld as a healing 

for both the body and spirit; psychological he.aling is also effected, 

the woole person, body, mind/errotions and spirit, is treated. 

oerenonies -- their songs , prayers , myths , sand paintings and rituals 

on to heal body , mind and spirit. In the cererronies, basic mandala 

, the circle, quadrated circle (cross) , and the four- petalled 

It is interesting to note that the Navahos never 

"Its Lthe illness or diseas~ causes is (_sic/ 

ny which can be righted in him, the microcosmic i.rrage of the 

uni~e, by bringing him into ha.mony with his cosmic duplicate." 

In other words, "Navaho cererronialism is preoccupied with 

healing or restoring h.anrony between the individual and supernatural 

Its function is the treatme..11.t of the patient, not the disease." (Waters , 

align and re- integrate hirrself wi t.1-i the universal powers, the person in need 

'10ul.d sit in the center of the rrandala (sand painting) whic..ri represents 

of the cosnos. Four cardinal points, symbolizing the directions, 

ar seasons surround him. By this act t.he "patient" restores himself 

'¥ to the center of the \vOrld , in a form that expresses " the Lr1terde

Of au Phenonena and their essential unity in ti.rre. " (Arguelles, p . 15) 
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this action, the individual atterrpts to re-restablish a harnonious 

forces . 

Jlla1J1S Indians describe the process in this way: ,c The Y..edicine ¼'heel Way 

;th the '!'Ouching of our Brothers and Sisters . Next it speaks t o us of 

of tba World around us, the animals , trees , grasses and all other 

. Finally, it Teaches us to Sing the Song of the World , and in this 
.,, 

Whale People . (Storm, p . 1) 

lldls of too Indian Jhabua State, to procure cures , errploy a magician whose 

is to draW a mmdol (mandala) with oorn flour a.round t.he bed o f the ill 

910 god figures and their house are placed in the center; t.rie mandol is 

the patient until his/her full reoovery. (Eliade , 1963, p . 25) 

instance of the healing power of the mandala is found in the circl e 

Digueno s.l-iamans of Southern califomia. Described as "dream doctors, " 

a highly potent, self- healing force . For 

•a doctor who feels his powers and self-oonfidence wanin.g goes to t.'1e hills 

concentrate on his rragic rocks , hoping that the circle dream will corre 

. . . '111e circle dream indicates the highest degree 

• (a:xie.irn, p . 200) 

Gne need not be physically ill, dysfunctional or in a state of psychic 

to draw upon the healing process of the rrandala . L11deed, as Jung 

, the notif arises spontaneously at critical points in one ' s CMn 

drawing mandalas in 1918 and utilized them to rronitor his psychic 

day to day. Later, he realized that the mandalas were actually 

"In them I saw the self -- that is, my ¼'hole being, actively at 

, 1961, p . 196) 

8 
introduction t o the niandala carre , not from a state of fragmentation, 
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internal u..rge to express a11d experience his entire Self. Both 1"1..aslow, 

of sel f-actualization, and Jung , in his observations on i..11dividua

that the nature, human organism seeks to reach higher s tates of sel f -

within and th-rough this proces s is to rrove towards wholeness, towards 

The wandala . . . is t.1-i.e rrajor symbolic 
expression for being an individual. Such 
an inage emerges spontaneously from the 
unconscious at tirres when all the grand 
and terrible i.rrplications of being a 
unique, indivisible lonely rronad are 
beginning to dawn on the individual . 
the experience which the mandala symbolizes 
is by all evide.11ce the central and funda
rrental fact of existence. It is the con
dition of being an individual with all its 
consequences and implications 
(Edinger, p . 1 7 6) 

here i s "symbolic expression. " One need not be splintered, or eve.11 

'!'f aware of self- realization potential to express symbolically. "Acting 

Bllllple, is a classi c case of symbolic behavior, inappropriate to the 

bat al.so riddled with personal , unconscious rreaning. Symbols (and 

IDts, Le. rituals) are extrerrely powerful , though oftentimes s ubtle , 

'Ibey 00ntain a dynamic quality and exert a kind of fascination a11d mag

the individual. They bridge the unconscious and the conscious , for the 

Clhl.y express itself through symbolic represe.11tations and the latter can 

ls by following i deas to the highest intuitive realms . (J~, l962 , 

' the mandala symtol , historically, is not solely restricted to the 

llllatics · • ' 8PJ.rJ.tual healers or priests , but is widely invoked for its 

' like the "chanred circle" found in f olklore and folk customs . 

' p. 102) 
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the use of the mandala fo:on in this vein to underline its universal 

Jungians , on the whole , seem to becorre overly cautious 

iJl\10lvin9 1,,0:rk with the unconscious. For example , Jung hiTTISelf, while 

•even the rrere attempt in this direction Lcreating a mandal~ has a 

, • adds , "but only when done spontaneously." (Jung, 1969 . p . 389) 

of the danger of attenpting to substitute conscious and willful 

for the real experience of the mandala process . (Edinger, p . l 76) 

follc:,,dng in this tradition s uggests that mandalas "cannot be studied 

, c,ooditions , and i s not even kncwn t o those researchers who do not prol::e 

t of deep psychic tunroil. " (Perry, 1950 , 136) I would argue that 

of its mighty symbolic power , the magic circle as a psychically

c:ally-charged representation of wholeness affects each and every one 

Seeing i t in this light, the mandala can function as a 

psyche, by which psychological diagnosis and rronitoring c an be made 

-3.y si.nple , quick and non- threateni_r1g roanner . As Robert S . ceRopp in 

s tates , "a properly drawn mandala is a J:x)Ok in itsel:= 

in£onnation." (Ar guelles, p . 16) It seeros appropriate , 

story of Client B., whose psychic tale is told 



PARI' II 

THE Tl\PESTTI OF A JOURNEY: 

A CASE PRESENTATION 

"Knowledge" has killed the sun, making 
it a ball of gas , with spots ; 11knC1wledge" 
has killed the noon, it is a dead little 
earth fretted with extinct craters as with 
small-pox; the machine has killed the earth 
for us , making it a surface , more or less 
bumpy, that you travel over. How, out of 
all this , are we to get back the grand orbs 
of the soul ' s heavens, that fill us with 
unspeakable joy? l!OI/ are we to get back 
Apollo, and Attis, Demeter, Persephone, 
and the halls of Dis? How even to see the 
Star Hersperus, or Betelgeuse? 

D. H. Lawrence 
A Propes of Lady Chatterly'·s I.over 

I' 
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INI'OODUCTION 

in the round, so to speak, for the past seven nonths I could hardly 

. linear fashion; i.e . explaining each session and its corresf()nding 
c,111191.Jl 

Sn c:flIO?lOlogical order. Practically, the sheer number of mandalas , sane 

cUent does one at hone and one following each session) , prohi.bi ted 

Yet beyond pragmatic considerations , I also needed to 

therapeutic experience as closely as EX)Ssible . Neit.l-ler t.l1era!)E!utic , 

llffl'DB'vt;r;1.1logical processes , in reality, unfold along ratio!lal lines. 

threads are uncovered and follOW"ed, first this 

the errergence of a beautifully intricate, per

As Jung put it: " . . . the goal of psychic development 

• 'n1ere i s no linear evolution , there is only circuwambulation of 

(Jung, 1961, p . 196) 

to use the client' s history, discussion of 

pta>lern and description of therapeutic techniques as the wa_YP, and 

tales and interpretations as the "yarns" of the weft in order to weave 

• spin a tale , that conveys that part of the client' s encounters with 

her psychic journey, which began last October and continues even today. 
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THE WARP 

B is a 23 year old, s ingle, college educated, white ~rran. 
I • f 

are .live , but have been divorced since the client was sbc. Sbe is 

of four children; she has a sister and two brothers , one o f whom is 

and has been institutionali zed since the client was 10 or 11. 

lfJiDeut:i' c assistance cane in the fonn of a six rronth Gestalt group while t-he 

a senior in college. 

rela t ed to anger and unsatisfactory relationships 

ln the initial interview, B. stated that , "a lot of my anger is coming 

"t h:>ld it do.vn any longer . . . I ' ve got all this fight in rre t-'1at needs 

and I need to learn hCM to deal wi th people when I am angry a t t_l-\em. " 

t session, B. also explained that whenever she expressed anger to 

, the lat ter \.JOuld s .inply walk out of t._1-ie room. 

her relationships with rren , B. said that she has always had unsatisfactonr 

, and s uggested that "sorrething about rre is pushing them av,.ray. " Her 

she described as "light " and "sexual" and fel t "at his 

tied" in ter:rrs of generating affection or real c lose-

-~
1
11,J herself, the image s he conjured was that o f being split. "Mentally 

Y to oth:!r people, I appear like a r eally mat ure, responsible , t ogether 

inside I feel like this lit tle girl who ' s sort of lost and like what 

Vitb this big J·ob and all those ib" li · wh th · d respons '1.- ties . . . at .e outsi e 

is l'k>t what I feel inside. " 

analysis , conducted with Kevin Andreae , M. s . T . , Director of the Potorrac 

Institute , constituted the initial therapeutic sessi on. In that 
a 'a 

• PC>sture and particularly her legs , confinred phys i cally her image 
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girl and energetically indicated her inner-outer split. At first 

a physically well-grounded, stable and balanced indi

,._,__'°ver, in the arches of the feet , al:ove the Jmees a.11d in t.1-le !ft!n9i0l'l, u., .. ~ 

pointed to the fact that she was carrying rrost of her weight 

mto the ball s of her feet, gripping the ground with her toes. She had 

gxoimcllng. Further, the shape and strength of her legs coupled with 

].aWer baCk tension and contraction around the buttocks and thigh area 

the image of a little girl. Energetically, tension in these areas would 

-u;u.i.,,Y cut off any full wonanly sexual feelings . 

in the chest area was also apparent, indicating feelings of hope

dependency. Her jaw, however , was set 

y, rontained much tension and reflected her practical, " togethe r" persol".a. 

WOik in the legs and chest was suggested as initial points o f f ocus 

tbl hq:,e that as the legs becarre stronger and more grounded, she could literall y 

herself. The chest would then begin to open up. These changes v.ould begin 

the body and work directly on the pelvic area could co.rrrrenc:e. 

• the outset of therapy, I felt that I had nurrer.ous therapeutic rrodels and 

fmn which to choose. These I identified as : Bioenergetics , Gestalt , 

mal.ysis, Dream W:::>rk, Autogenics , Mandala Work a.11d Fantasy. L11 t.he 

of the sessions, I found , however, that not all of the se approaches 

Y or appropriate . The approaches which I have oonsistently drawn upon , 

'8cate : Bioenergetics , Gestalt , Fantasy and Mandala Vlbrk. A brief SIJITlIPaJ'.Y 

ilR>roaches and techniques follows : 

• • • the study of the human personality in tenns of the 

(I.c:M:n, 1975) 
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~ l!illlll~ 
IO£I1, the father/founder of Bioenergetic Ther apy, sees a direct 

r.i\iili-LP 
}Jet;Wee!l the energetic processes of the body and a person' s rrental and 

Thus, if areas of chronic muscular tension in the body can 

t:bXOUCJh and released, rrental and enntional healt.'1 will likewise result . 

~tics i s a therapeutic technique to hel p a person get back toget.l-ier 

bOd:r' and to help him enjoy to the fullest degree possible the life o f 

• '1his errphasis on the l:x:xiy includes sexuality, which is one of its basic 

• But it also includes the even rrore basic func tions of breathing , rroving, 

(U:Men, 1975) 

r:f1b indlJoe a flow of energy, deeper breathing and spontaneous body responses, 

me put in stress positions , lie over the breathing stool or are encouraged 

a pillcM, kick or yell. All of these exercises aim to increase energetic 

A Bioenergeticist will also use his/her body, fingers , hands 

to open blocked areas in the body through rranipulations , palpatations or 

(Kurz and Prestera, 1976) 

CDpletent the actual energetic release, Bioenergetic s puts great enphasis 

• Bioenergetic therapy errerged from Reichian therapy (originally tel:Ited 

analytic V£;getotherapy, and later shortened and rrodified to orgone therapy , 

IIIIIP OBt frequently referred to as Reichian therapy) , which stressed breat.'1.ing 

c response - - a spontaneous , total body release. Feichian exercises 

'¥ done in a prone position. Lowen, however, began using standing exer

Sb:ess positions, thus intrcx:1ucing the concept of grounding. This concept 

to Bioene:rgetics as it functions to help the client stand firmly with 

on tbe grQLmd, literally. Enotionally and psychologically this means 

¥ in toUCh with reality and responsible for one ' s own actions . Thus , 

&ttetptg to balance release with reality and responsibility . 
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. the Present sirrply and succinctly describes the goal , and indeed, 
.;.--------:=r-... ... .,..•JeSS lil · 

f ,.,.,,,talt Psychology• 
,reo = 

are tre t,,.;o legs upon which Gest.alt Therapy walks: n <:M and how. The 

of t1e theOry of Gestalt Therapy is the understanding o f these two v.Urds . 

all that exists .. . _Jow includes the balance of being here , is exper

involverrent, phenorrenon, awareness . How covers everything that is structure , 

, all that is actually going on - - the ongoing process. All the rest is 

II . . . (Perls , 1969) 

therefore , of gestalt therapy is to e stablish what Perls has called 

of awareness" so that unfinished gestal ts can emerge and be dealt 

a responsible fashion. Neurosis , according to those in Gestalt Psychology, 

to a situation . Thus , neurosis is viewed as an interruption of life 

that a gestalt is a whole, complete, in itself, 

e . The gestalt wants to :be finished . If the ges talt is not carpleted 

ted, ~ are left with unfinished situations and these unfinished 

Ptess and press and want to be completed .. . there are thousands of 

How to get rid of these gestalten is very sirrple. These ges

. Always the rrost important gestalt will errerge first . " 

) By focusing on the prima_ry gestalt, and working it through, the client 

tzeely onto the next situation, the next rroment. 

has s tated repeatedly that awareness , in and of itself, can be curative. 

'of course • 
' E!qUating awareness with intellectual understanding. Aware-

tot:aJ. . 
mtnd, boo.y , enotional, spiritual experience . Hence, Perls has 

1: is . 
insufficient rrerely to recall a past incident, one has to psycho-
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Just as talking about oneself is a .resistance against 

nesel~ 50 the rrerrory of an experience - simply talking abou~ it -
.-p.iia;, 0 _, 

ted 
as a deposit of the past - as lacking in life as the ruins of 

it 1s01a 
• It is here and nrM, in the present, that this assimilation must take 

• (Ferls, 1973) Hence, Gestalt is a valuable approach in terms of focusing 

1IIIDle picture, the whole person, and encouraging increased awareness . 

~ --•• Bioenergetics and Gestalt constitute syst:erretic therapeutic approaches , 

, like the mmdala, is nore a therapeutic tool or technique whic.1'\ can be 

to enrich and enhance the process of discovering unconscious material . 

y-tested technique, Fantasy v.0rk has been called Syml:oldrana and 

ve Image.ry by Leuner, Initiated Symbol Projection by AsSJqioli , arid 

Leuner has pointed out that the technique has 

·on possibilities in that it can be used with any theoretical vie"' 

iedges subconscious rrotivation, the significance of symbols, resistance 

therapeutic in;x::>rtance of t..he rrobilization of affect.'' (IP-uner, p . 21) 

· Y, G .A. I. and I. S. P . require little or no hypnotic induction . 

' P• 288) The client sinply relaxes and daydreams on specific the."Tes 

by the therapist. The client' s state of consciousness is altered to one 

to neditates states. 11 (Lei.mer, p . 6) In this altered state , the client 

' 
in a 8Yinbolic experience which can have powerful :therapeutic results . 

• "'Ords : II 

· • • G.A. I. is an effective treabrent method because it 

the repressed aspects of the personality that are associated with a 

lrJde of ego-funeti· . . th . . orung wi the rrore mature ego; it prarotes their 
, and . 

in doing so, it enoourages a productive integration of primaJ:y 

(Lemer, p . 20) The technique can be used to develop 
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associations which arise in the rourse of a session , t o assist in the 

of areams or past events, or to attempt to work with persistent 
iiaia~ 
illiililllCII i,eyond tie verbal, ronscious level . (letmer, p . 2 0) Clinical e>..-perien.ce 

that certain i,rnages, in particular, can be used quite effectively as 

to thiS projective exercise . (Assagioli , p .3 b~ These include a rreadcw, 

btCOk and house scenes, as well as nurrerous others. Each notif has been 

tD ielate to and catalyze various unronsci ous r e spo:n.ses , and can evoke 

latent feelings relevant to patient' s problems . (leuner, p . 21) 

11> caplenent the in- depth discussion o f mandalas in Part I , I will describe 

t111 wys in which I have enployed mandalas in actual rounseling sessions . 

1
,:-_ ... , .... ly, I use nandalas as rroni taring devices by which I can view the clie.l'lt ' s 

tbmugh symbolic representations . Clients are asked to draw one mandala 

and then one at the end of the session. The fo:rmer exercise is geared to 

the client's "way of being in the world" or how she relates to situations, 

• outside the therapy session. It also can be utilized as a starting 

The post- session mandala gives rre sorre idea of the unron

stirred by and in the session itsel £ -- in other words, the unron

to session material . 

IIOaL ~sion II0.ndala when combined with body \4.lOrk. has another positive 

1lloenergetic exercises can well act as a regressive catalyst, essentially 

I>erson out of the present and back to a prinal scene where trauwatization 

• My experience with the mandala correlates to that of Helen Bormy who 

.anaa1.a as all r'T.,.; ~g __,..,__.__., the client to roncretize the experience non- verbally , 

al.low hinVher to experience "an ea.Sy a'1d pleasant reentry into the 

state. " (Bonny and Kellogg , 1976) 
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used mandalas as a drawing technique during s essions 
also 
client who has not yet moved into body work . With this 

1 
generally utilize ges talt techniques to explor e fUTther the 
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THE WEFT 

Jung said that he learned from the s~ how 
in every disturbance of the personality . . . 
one could discern the elerrents of a personal 
story. That story was the personality ' s rrost 
precious J?OSsession, whether it knew that or 
not and the person c:ould only be cured -, . . 
or healed, as he put it .. . by the psychia-
trist getting hold of the story . That was the 
secret key to unlock the door which barred 
reality in all its dirrensi ons within and with
out from entering the personality and transform
ing it. V.ore, he held that the story not only 
contained an acc:ount of a particular hurt, re
jection or trauna ..• but the potential of 
wholesorre development of the personality . This 
arrest of the personality in one profound un
oonscious tirreless rrorrent of itself called 
psychosis . .. occured because the developrrent 
of the person ' s own story had been interrupted, 
however varied, individual, and mnrerous the 
cause of the interruption. (Van der Post, p . 
119-20) 

the oourse of my training and academic work, I have repeatedly 

assessing the re- assessing my feelings , attitudes and use of the 

, patoological rrodel of psychoanalytic and psychotherapeutic work. 

I llllS delighted to read in Frank ' s Persuasion and Healing (p. 19) that 

Pt'qlonents of every _6>sychotherapeutic7 rrethoo offer persuasive r eJ?Orts 

Bes, extensive and persistent research efforts have failed to 

ve evidence that any fonn of interview therapy with neurotics 

·cs is rrore effective than a s irrple, helping relationship." 

Y and intellectually, I espoused Jung ' s approach. I argued that 

was rrere1y a "stuck" place, hindering a person' a growth by causing 

llast patterns in currently inappropriate settings and interactions . 

ly I scrutinized my work , however , the rrore that I found the extent 
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these stuck places, labelling them in accordance with any 
in on 

ytic or psychotherapeutic tags . I forgot to view the whole 

for the whole story, to draw upon and probe the positive as 

negative, to expose the strengths as well as the weaknesses . In short, 

.;;;....._--- the client. Through my work with w.andalas, my 

and simple experience, I have corre to appreciate 

the client's integrity , their innate abil i ty to surface the material 

to be examined, and to rrove , to i;,rogress , in their own way, at their 

reny beautifully stated the basis for this non- directive approach when 

If we can relinquish our drive to make 
changes, and just quietly listen to what 
t'1e individual's psyche is doing, we find 
surprising things happening. The r,syche 
is already busy with i ts own aims to re
pair the situation. In fact , we discern 
that the psyche drew the indi vi dual into 
this predicarrent for a very good reason, 
to bring about some very needed changes 
in the organization of the self and of 
the erotional lif e . (Perry, 1973, p . 62) .-

alao <nne to appreciate the self- regulated healing process that occurs 

'• by their sinple re-owning of parts of thernsel ves , o f piecing together 

Jung has said that "the person who cornes to us has 

is not told, and which as a rule no one knaws of. To my mind, therapy 

1ia after ~e investigation 0£ that wholly personal story . " (Jung, 1961 , 

Jlly estimation, i t nay well be that the investigation and re- telling 

.!!. ~ therapy. Mandalas, when used in this light, becane like 

' outlines or s umnaries of our personal novels . Mandalas express 

<Xrnruni cate the finely woven plots and subplots that we all create 
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tWIIIOIU••ng the case presentation portion of this project, I decided to begin 

tale as a way of setting the m:::od for the actual series presentation . 

~ synchronistic style , I had hardly finished the tale when my client 

t \t.eek' s session with a fairy tale she had just written to e xpress 

abOut her sister rroving out of the apartnent they shared. It seems 

tx> incl\Xie both tales as an introduction to the case material . And I 

Id.th one last, loosely paraphrased comrent from Jung: whether or not 

the problem, rather they are our fables , our truths . 
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B. ' s Tale 

time there was a little los t girl. She was very lonely . She used 
q,on a 

a Jone with her family, but one day she took a walk and rouldn ' t find her 

SO she tried to build herself a home in the woods . She foi.md a little 

she fixed up as nice as she knew- haw. All the little anirrals came to 

use she ....ould feed them. But if she didn ' t have any food for them, 

(During the session the c lient comrented that she 

, t think this was tru:=:! • In fact , she said she liecl , / 

sone people ',f,Ould be on a walk and would s ee her cabin. When she 

~~~ too shy - - she ',f,Ould invite them in. They 'it-.Duld have fun but then 

Sorre would stay longer than others even spend a 

the little lost girl net another lost girl. So they lived toget..her 

time and the lonliness !_sic/ got smaller. They played together and 

days when they \o.Ould find their real homes 

't be lonely anyrrore . 

day the second little girl went on a long walk and f ound a house with a 

in it. P.e, too, was lonely s o he became friends with the girl and after 

back and forth, she decided to rrove in with him ' cause she felt less 

his 00Use than at her awn house . She still liked the first little girl, 

like she had a real horre with the little l:oy . 

the first little girl is real lonely again and feels a great big hole 

• And she spends nore tirre than ever dreaming she will find her ho.ire . 
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Another Tale 

.,.{..,.,. in a great, lush garden, a s vast as it wa s beautiful, IPla ,_,_.,-, 
tt].e girl , a princess really for her father , o f course , was the King , 

, the Queen. 

5 
was the youngest daughter and had ~ very princely brothers and 

sist,er. Not only was she the favorite , but she was a magical child as 

, when she l ay on her royal bed, she would transfo:rm hersel f into a giant 

and walk over the great rrountains to the sea where she would becane a 

and swim through the depths ; other nights , she would become miniscule 

the tiniest, semi- particulate, and she would just be . Sometimes she 

into an ogre ; other ti.Ires , an angel , but always she would return to her

settled on the land. 

little princess would sit under a large tree in 

, singing with the birds ; or when it rained, she would sit by the huge 

cal child ' s life went on quite pl easantly , even j oyously, but as she 

' she began to see a11d sense things which dis turbed her. 

' for exanple, a very busy King , was often gone from the castle tending 

of his realm. She could not help but overhear rurrors in the court 

that . it was really the Queen who ruled. And this made her l::oth sad and 

day, her father, the King, announced that he was leaving; he felt his 

el.semere · And he rode off. 

child , having seen her father ride off so very frequently did not 

ther decided to go off and find her father. 

She s tarted off into the dark foreboding forest which surrounded the 
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.,er haVin9' ventured out very far , our little princess i.Irlrediately lost 

111:)UJh she cried and shouted for help, no one could hear the princess . 

ar¥i wandered, gradually forgetting about her brothers a.rid sisters, 

and her father, and even finally about herself, so distracted , 

survival in the forest . 

grrJM into weeks , and weeks into rronths , and rronths into years , until the 

m108!!JS was no longer little, but had grown into a beautiful woman --

in the fall of her twenty- third year , the princess ,:,.,>andered to the edge 

am there happened upon another woman. Startled to find another person, 

said the woman, and pulled from her robe a circle . "This 

"and if you allo.v the colors of nature 

it, it will help you to rerrernber who you 

c ircle, thal"lked the woman and began to cross the 

llcb night, she would take out the circle and gradually this is what tm-
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MAPPING THE JOURNEY 

~ several major therres from the mandala series to explore in-dept.,11. . 

t:}lelleS include the color cornbinations of red and black, and red , orange 

as well as the symbols of the sun, lightning and rainbow. All appear 

in the fir s t four rrandalas . Further, all except the l ightning are 

JIIOOala 10/20 (Slide 4) , w.u.ch we can view as the road map of the j ourney, 

of a number of therratic color combinations and symbols. I will 

a denonic aspect which IPade its appearance later in the series, but 

and novement neatly illustrates certain specific mandala character-

• ndix or slides for mandala illustrations . ) 

along with yellow and white, are ancient primary colors . ~~ia 
<: ('IC ,~., 

tes that primitive man and the ancients could not perceive thel o.:: 

~ lem man does . She cites Xenophanes (who died in 50 B.C. ) who reports 

Y ancestors could only perceive light and darkness . (Schindler, p . 30) 

~ey organs l::egan to change and colors were perceived, the first 

t oolors - red, orange and yellow - - with the darke r em of the 

the greens , blues and violets , still undifferentiated. In other words , 

COUl.d vexy easily have been mistaken for black. 

first stage of color awareness , thus , only the red , black, yellow and 

As evidence s upporting this theory, Schindler cites 

aid ~ les wbo only speak of these four colors . (Schindler, p . 32) 

interesting to note here that certain myths and ancient cultures hold 

four CX>lors to be primary, and sacred. The Hopi myth of creation, for 

tes hCM Spider Wooan f ashioned hU!l\'3n beings out of these colors . 
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, P• 6) 
In later niandalas (sand paintings) and holy tales, black is 

generallY represents the ini tia1 , ge:r:minati.ng stage of a11 processes , 

_.uy represents life or life- giving principles . (Cirlot, p . 52) 

be seen as the utter negation of life , and oould, in some instances 

However , black could also "be the forerunner of a 

the a.ar.1<ness of the womb, where the seed is planted. All life that 

)7 

b earth begins in darkness . (Kellogg, 1975) Red , on the other hand, 

"Eyes red with wine are Dionysian eyes , drun...1< with 

(Edinger, p . 239) And, t.1-ie Plains Indians 

with fire , "the living spirit of the people ." (Stonn, p . 5) 

two oolors are often attributed to the aricient Earth !-bther and ce

aspects of the Great t-bther archetype. The image of !-bt.'1er as Pri-

, Chaos which spawns (red) and devours (black) life seems to convey 

the essence of this particular color combination. In our culture, 

also connote the Devil , hell , seeing red (anger) , "black with rage ," 

also be associated with death, m:mrning and despair. 

Ind Ied appear imred.iately in the mandala series, indicating t o me a 

The forms expressed in black and red are 

jagged or sharply explosive , though on occasion rotmded. In several 

the <X>lors take the form of l ightning. 

first mandala, the client reported that the black and red represented 

SITt>kes cigarettes; she was also very congested during this session 

At first , I free associated t.'1e fonn with a womb, but the 

at it the rrore I felt that it resembled the scrotum, a flaccid, 

1 
then recalled the well- known "hallucination" about which 

Of a SChi. zophrenic who had a'IDounced, one day, that the s un had a 

'I 
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the wind carre from . Jung, many years later, corrobor

. •on" thrOugh research which uncovered a similar symbol in the 
•s "Vl.Sl! 

,.....,,rTtJV. JlIDg quotes: "And likewise the so- called tube, the origL.l'l 

dSl~ . .u~ 
wind, For you will see hanging down from the disc of the sun 

(Jung, 1956 , p . 100) 

at one level, Mandala 10/15 (Slide 1) represents a physical 

-1"1'.1.ia with t.l1e lungs . Now the lungs, as the organ of respiration, 

with taking in (inhaling) and giving out (exhaling) . The black and red 

seen as an obstruction blocking the ability to take in, especially 

(see also a further discussion on this form in section 

This could indicate an oral dependency of the c lient. This 

is further re-inforoed by the fact that the ot.l-ier colors used are 

ty. Mandala 10/16 (Slide 2) depicts the black and red therre L'1 

side. Generally, colors or forms in mandalas rrove clockwise a.round 

Uthe person vJOrks on the t.l-ienatic problem. (Kellogg , 1977) 'As you 

first oombination rroves counter- clockwise and thus represents a 

into chaos or the unconscious. (Bonny and Kellogg) It is also 

the black encases the red heart and confines and hinders its life 

In Mandala 10/17 (Slide 3) , the black and red has rroved to the 

of the mandala and is shown in a l i ghtning shape. Lightning, or 

'classically signify sudden, unexpected changes . (Jung, 1969, p . 314) 

to note, therefore, that this irandala was drawn fol lowing the 

in ...... ~ 
.. ,uch I began body therapy techniques . 

l 0/20 (Slide 4), the color combination, still rroving regressively, 

top-right quadrant which represents the present, the Here and Now. 

that of a coffin . with red bcdy and a srrall red cross . This , I feel , 

l8pect; of the client in which her needs are dead and buried to her. 
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feel that this indicates an openness to therapeutic 

10129 
(Slide 7) and Mandala 12/3 (Slide 12) generally reflect s imilar 

In the first, the black and red explodes out of the center and visually 

y aepicts the client ' s confusion. Early body work \ID.covered a hos t 

llUt the client felt confused and felt , she s aid, all the feelings sio

...,.,.,. hurt, frustration and fear. The th6re is repeated in Mandala , ... _, 
the black and red as separate asterisk- like forms 

und. Generally, when images rrove aromd the circle and t.1-ien in-

center, an integration may be taking place. (Kellogg, 1977) I t hi.'1.k , 

t is precisely what happened. The colors are separated £ran each 

in size and intensity -- I would su....nnise that the chaos has been 

llnalC!ec:lb:le perspective for the client. .Mandala 12/10 (Slide 14) is 

of r ed and black. (Mandala 12/9 was done at horre; Mandala 12/10 

While the intensity has returned , the perspective or 

, is retained , represented by the light lines and i.,nages extending 

ti.on does not really appear for another rronth and a half. When it 

1/30, Slide 22), it assUires a snake , phallic fonn entering the 

the 3 o ' clock position. This mmdala was drawn at home. The client 

0pened herself up to a mm who then rejected her. She felt betrayed 

, " though intercourse had not taken place . 

ng red/black representation corres in .Mandala 3/18 (Slide 34) 

ly 0pposite the sun. My feeling is that a separation fran the su.'1. 

~t~ hao . c s has been broken and the sunlight (in the right, top 

8lcerti.ng a life-giving force . Heaven (yellat1) and Earth (red and black) 

\-e PQlarity. (See further discussion in Sun- King-Father section . ) 
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414
; (Slide 39) , the black and red appear in the mid- heaven position, 

Other rolors represented in the same form are present. 

from the chaos, the separation from rrother is still an 

t and, here, the colors and fo.rm presage change. That change is 

y represented in Mandala 4/24 (Slide 45) , which depicts a thunderbolt 

tight quadrant shooting to the lawer left quadrant . The bolt is on 

und, This rrandala seems to very vividly portray the co.ming tra.1'15-

resolution of the breaking up of chaos and the re- errergence of a new 

, and a finrer ego as represented by the yellow. 

client is still in progress , and this expected 

12/10 (Slide 14) and the scribble in 

Similar "signatures" were used in voodoo cere.rropies 

(Kellogg, 1977) The placerrent in the lower right 

that represents the unconscious, suggests that the derronic part of 

present, and probably operating t.l-iough in the deep unconscious . It 

as the chaos was brought into perspective . 

later, \omen 1:xxiy ....-ark was focused on releasing anger , the client 

felt a "rronster" errerge that was hateful and murderous. The 

on ventilating her rage at rren , in particular, and also on the 

t 8
~ smu1a be and the person she felt she truly was . Mandala 2/4 

drawn following the session. In the lower right - hand comer there 

~ that, although larger and rrore filled out, looks very s imilar 

•si9nat II , 
ure drawn two m::mths earlier. Hence , I feel it graphically 

91:'aduai l"V'wn~ - • _..,., .... .ug lllto awareness of aspects of the client which she 
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erergenoe of the client ' s rronster or derron was a lesson in 

ieflect the unoonscious , rather than the ronscious processes . That 

of the self was gradually s urfacLrig a s reflected by its gravth 

l::efore the client verbally a::mnunicated its presence, her 

4/5 (Slide 40) again the "rronst er" appears . The actual scene is 

the sun :in the upper left- hand quadrant , and a tree -- now much 

1or,..er right- hand quadrant . Our "derron" i s now rounded and still 

mt wit.i-i a white pearlized effect which may forecast a peak experience . 

) In Mandala 4/13 (Slide 43) , agai.Tl the black/white derron appears , 

mplace and exlipse the sun in the upper left- hand quadrant . One can 

at'th.is 'point that sheer bit chiness and anger which had been repressed 

~ .... u.· , c or devilish is O.l'l the verge of beconing co.'11.Scio us and l.yil.l 

in a session. (The rroverrent armmd this 

its first appearance in !v'l.andala 10/20 (Slide 4) . Its 

ock,-,..rise and, therefore , regressive. (Bonny and Kellogg) F.ed , 

correspond to the first three chakras , physiologically associated 

floor, genitalia and solar plexus , respectively. Psychologically , 

(physical energy) , wants (sexuality, an-bit.ion) and 

(ego consciousness. ) (Kellogg, 1977) In early 

three aspects aJ:E developing and blossom into fullness at puberty. 

y' this color oombinat.i.on is regarded as symbolizing operat.i.0..11 in 

110rld, Whereas blue, indigo and violet are seen as rro:re intuitive and 

llatuJ:e • (Kellogg' 19 77) Green may be seen as the point of balance 
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lds the union of the yellow (father) a'1d blue (rrother). In t:11,()~r , 

sead1 and begin operating in green, one must first develop the lower three 

cu!Jni.nate in a firm sense of a self which can take care of, "pare.11t," 

aeeri then may also be interpreted as reflecting both the ability and 

(Kellogg , 1975) 

series, it is apparent that the hanronious functioning of the red, 

yell.CM is a major therre . The therre recurs in Mandala 12/22 (Slide 18) , 

red heart is surrounded by orange and yellow. To me, this indi

t to integrate the " lower," basic systems of needs , wants and self

e it seems tentative and v.eak in intensity, it radiates outward fran 

flowing and hanronious . 

2/11 (Slide 27) was drawn following an intense body session which 

llbieen primal cries and anger at rren . The client ' s parting corrrcent was 

logical and syml:olic representation of the star drawn with this pa.rti

of colors is extrerely rroving when one realizes its significance for 

Jung relates that in a mystical context, Mithraic 

following their initiation, are worshipped as gods and recite: "I am 

g together with you and shining up from the depths." (Jung, 1956 , 

interprets this as a separation and differentiation from the rrother 

in individuation that delineates subject from object. "Before t.11i.s, 

With the rrother; that is to say, he was rrerged with the world as a whole. 

Jet knc,,.,; the sun as his brother; only after separation did he begin to 

affinity with the stars ." (JtL11g , 1956 , p . 402n) Thus, essentially 

e>!presses quite l:eautifully man ' s ageless declaration, "I am!" 

integration catre approximately one nonth before t.11.e client 1t.ient-: out 

t her Il'Other, at whic.11 tirre she had a desire to "rediscover" who her 
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ou inference, one might also assure that she was discovering 
Y was• "'J 

in relation to her rrother • 

eed want and self- esteem functions of the client, h0,vever, appar-Jlllic n , 

further integration and the Mandala 3/4 (Slide 32) was drawn fol lCMing 

.in \vhic.h no body work was done. Rather, the client talked a}:x)Ut the up

t to her nother. She remarked that old images did not fit any longer . 

I 
"What do you want to go visit your rrother for?" was being replaced 

to open up rorrmunication. The separation described above seerred to 

(Slide 32) has a f lowing center of yellON (self-esteem, self-

The squaring of the circle is an irrportant 

notif, and t."1e number four usually represents the material world , the 

n, and rational organization (Cirlot, p . 222) Thus, one might say 

t expressed here a truly flowing, yet grounded sense of her self through 

It sould also be noted that the intensity of oolor has increased 

12/22 (Slide 18) and that t.lie regressive nature of the first expression 

sense of the present. 

, Father: 

there <l..s expressed in the frequent representations of a sun, "the 

fran wl'x,m all living things draw life; he is the fructifier and creat or, 

(Jung, 1956, p . 121) The sun rr,a_y also 

libido and differentiated ego. Jung explains the connection beb'Neen 

Of sun a"ld the libido -- which he views as a psychic, creative energy, 

SOlely a sexuai energy as Freud had done - in this manner : 

• • • the si.m is perfectly suited to 
represent the visible God of this world , 
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• e the creative pc,.,ver of our own soul , 
l • . ' 
hich we call libido , and whose nature 
~ t is to bring fort.'1 the useful and the 
~annful, the good and the bad. That this 
correspondence is not just a matter of words 
can be seen from the teachings of the mystics : 
when they discard into the depths of their 
allfl being , t.riey find their own lif e- force 
which they call the "sun" for a legi timate 
and , I would say , a physical reason, be-
cause our source of energy and life is 
the sun. OUr physiological life , regarded 
as an energy process, is entirely solar. 
(Jung , 1956, p . 121- 2) 

its, draw upon this creative power, rather th.an be ruled or des troyed by 

, differentiated ego is essential. With cli ent B. , two tlungs \.;ere 

both the mmdalas and body ....ork. From the f o rn---.er' it was obvious t..h.a t 

cme in t.1-ie rrandalas -were lacking; secondly, Bioenergetic exercises in 

!lll:1a'IS usually s urfa~d feelings of anger and hurt whic.1-i were c..1-iaotically 

• Tears were acronpanied with angry tones and expressions of anger 

on tears ; the energetic pattern was a whirlwind of conflicting 

elaborates on the phenorrenon of chaos when he discusses the archet ypal 

as Separation from World Pare.11ts. He states that " the psychology 

man and of the child is marked by a mingling of these spheres. 

' errotions , instincts and saratic r eactions are still for all prac

( 1eumann, p . 111) In this way, the swirl of 

rienoea by the client might therefore te seen as prirrordial chaos 

and red fonn in Mandala 10/15 (Slide 1) ; the task is to separate tJ1e 

chaos through the light of the sun. "The center comron to conscious 

the ·u Wl. and to conscious knowJedge is . . . the ego. Fran being 

ext:ernai forces , it develops slowly into the agent, just as it 
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: 

ta
te of being ov~red by revealed kncwledge into the light 

t.~ s 

(Neumann, p . 127) Further, as Neumann points out : 

consci ousness = deliverance : that is the 
watchword inscribed above all man ' s efforts 
to deliver himself from the embrace of the 
pr:urordial uruboric dragon. Once u:ie ego 
sets itself up as cente r _and establi~hes 
itself inits ,c,..m r ight Li talics min~, the 
original situation is forcibly broken down 
. . . Trite as it seems to us , the logical 
staterrent of identit y - 'I am I ' -- the 
fundarrental s tatement of ronsciousness , is 
in reality a trerrend<?US achieverren t . 
(Neumann, p . 105) 

task or creative act which confronted the client 

first !T'a!'.dala bas a sun in mid- heaven, though it is only pa.rtially 

circle. Further, the beginnings of the process of separating f r at1 

ts and from chao s is s hown by the sun and the black/red scrotum/ 

described previously (Slide 1) . The lat ter was interpreted as a 

of the pneumatic principle, the solar phallus from whence the wind 

111 Egyptian myth , i t is the god of air that is responsible for the 

of heaven from earth and he.rice accomplishing the sun ' s birth. txeu:nann 

the psycrological ~ lications of this act by stating: 

Space only carre into being when , 
as the Egyptian myth puts i t , 
the god of air, Shu, parted the 
sky and the earth by stepping be
tween them. Only then, as a re
sult of his light-creating and 
space-creating intervention, was 
there heaven above and earth be
l'?'-'7, back and front , l eft and 
nght - in other \\Ords , only then 
was there space organized in 
reference to an ego. (Neurrann, 
">. 108) 
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ill Man(ial.a 10/15 (Slide 1) , the essential, t ..l1ernatic oomponents are 

client ' s sun or ego, while not within the circle proper, is depicted; 

principle, the red/black solar phallus , oombines l:ot..l-i the chaos and 

_ a hopeful sign for future separation a11d ego stabilization. 

l0/16 (Slide 2) pJrtrays an interesting variat ion on the sun the.i-e . 

ime:n:eo.u· iy" the sun is the irrage of a clown, the inverted King, the 

"in his clearest manifestation . . i s a f aithful reflection of 

ferentiated oonsciousness ... " (Jung, 1969, p . 260) Yet, 

of our personality and its a?pearance in the mandala v.ould hera.:d 

state of oonsciousness , because the client has in effect disengaged 

ter energy and rrentality by objectifying it . (Jung, 1969 , p . 263) 

10/ 20 (Slide 4) , the sun has entered the mandala and is expressed 

red, orange and yellor.v "ball of fire , " the yellO'w L11 the top 

and again in the lo,.;,er middle J?C)rtion of the nandala. The latter 

indicates another aspect of the sun; narrely, "the 'well- beloved, ' 

the zenith with the sun and then s inks again into night and the oold 

lfinter - t.'1e young dying god who has ever been our hope o f renewal 

(Jung, 1956, p . 117) 

1121 (Slide 21) , the sun has rroved into the Here and Now quadrant 

is l:'eveaJ.ed in its seven rays . (Kellogg, 1977) The central bror.vn 

an atti 
tllde of prayer and supplication to the sun' s power. Brown 

• J:eflectino 
j a dual !!Cl.ture. On the one hand, i t may express low sel=-

y' Shit) and on the other hand, it speaks of fertility. (Kellogg, 
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readin9' manure helps the l ife of p l ants , so the brown fertilizes 
,.s;, 

f;ar the growth of self. 

214 (Slide 25) a polarity surfaces with the sun and what has pre-

c,escribed as the demonic aspect of the client arranged diagonally, 

c,t:ber. Another variant of the sun theire is its dual nature , as 

• <11 the one hand, and "black or invis ible," on the other. (Cirlot, 

, in this mandala, t,..,e might see a clear portrayal of balanced, creative 

the yellow and black, Sun- Chr ist and Devil , good and evil . 

session prior to Mandala 2/18 (Slide 29) , I did a guided fantasy 

focusing on a trip tiLrough the sun, itself, which was geared to hone 

• Via the fantasy , I hoped to work on the theme directly. The 

that her irl'aginary experiences included a purification and cleansing 

waterfall; a banquet which she reported taught her the importance of 

receiving (note the w:Jrking through of the oral , dependency aspect 

previously) ; as well as other "gifts" such as the gL-ft of giving; of 

'I'hese gifts are de9icted in the multi-

, which in the nancala , ba.vever, nay s ignify nore o f a fragmentation 

3/18 (Slide 34) again e><pressed the polarity a spect with the pri.'Teval 

balanced with the sun in the Present quadrant. 

Mandala 3/23 (Slide 35) we have the errergence of t.l-ie core o f self- esteem. 

' the yellow core with wing- like appendages i s reminiscent o f both 

w:i. th its ball and wings or Isis 1- the Egyptian rroon goddess ' , horned 

asSOciations carry a mc!sculine and feminine, dual nature . 'The cxm-

b«> i s found in the astrolrvrical . f V. h ,., . whi h .... ,h ~';;- sign o irgo, tl.e ::>l.gn c. w e 

'Ihis sign is also ruled by the planet Mercury, sym

'tism and by dual - positive and negative - forces . (Ci.rlo t , 
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c,pearance of a hermaphro:li tic symbol, to zre , represents the initial 

to sexual developrent . The clia11t at a very deep level is dealing 

,_,,·~-1-.,-:r ..... ·""'--n·tal, rather than sexual developrrental , stages . Thus , I might 

Oedipal issues may arise, and/or work on sexual imagery 

'As stated in the body analysis section , the client ' s 

~ICKS do not permit at this time full , flawing feminine feelings . 

, the r eversal or female and male oolors and images has occured in 

series, rrost notably in Mandala 11/25 (Slide 10) where the orange -

- is depicted in a chalice or vessel , female form, and the purple -

in a phallic shape. 

12/ 27 (Slide 16) , the yellow reassurres its ma.sculine form and the 

However , the appearance of a strong hennaphroditic 

~a.a 3/23 (Slide 35) , which reflects integration, seems to indicate that 

elerrent of the core symbol of this mandala is interesting as it 

its incorporation of rran ' s bestial 

his qi.Est for spirituality: 

In the !T¥Stecy initiation !._of Isis/ 
• the initiate had to irrpersonate-Typhon, 
the Ass, and thus experience all his own 
lustfulness until he realized its utter 
inability to satisfy his hurren need. The 
truly human part of him, the spirit was, 
as it \\'ere , kill ed by the domination o f 
the Typhonic spirit, just as Osiris had 
been killed by Set or Typhon. Then, and 
not till then, oould the love of Isis 
and his longings for her regenerate him. 
By her !?(Mer and grace , he was restored 
to life, not any longer as brute beast , 
but as man, redeemed from his CMn animal 
Passions , a living spirit like unto the 
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gods, assimilated to Osiris, governed 
0 longer by lust, but by the Reason, 

~r r.,ogos, which Osiris symbolized. This 
re-birth, however~ could <;>nly be achi~ved 
by l ifting the veil of Isis . .. It is 
by the power of Isis , through her love , 
that the nian , sunk in lust and passion, 
is raised to a spiritual life . (Harding, 
p . 185) 

alluded to in this passage might be seen in the m:mdala series (see 

IDJ.JI.UW•·•·"g the first clear , integrated errergence of the red, orange, yell ow 

tone that in this particular client, the raising of the sun s:imul-

111Cwea daerronic aspects room to surface, for as her ego strengthened , 

of her self \\ere freed to express themselves . Thus, in Mandala 4/5 

25) is nearly replicated in tenns of the positions 

and tree. The dif ference cOTEs in the client ' s b lack aspect , which 

In Mandala 4/13 (Slide 43)1 the black as)?ect of 

into the preconscious quadrant . 

session which followed this mandala (five days later) , the clie.11.t again 

• !I'gletically her anger , bitchiness, her "rronster" and ended the session 

that she felt what she had gained in the past six rronths was a dis

Paraphrasing her rorments, she essentially said that 

1:rerapy she didn' t know what she was feeling (chao.tic, chthonic 

felt a lot but did not know exactly what . Now she feels all the 

but now ~ what she' s f eeling. In other \4.0rds , she has progressed 

tion from the \4.0rld parents and has brought the light of discrim

Pmcess . 

brings 9nJWth -- even to opposite aspects like the black sun -- and 
the n-v-~ . 

---:J!J..l..tive ability to make changes. As Neumann puts it: "Only in 
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c,ansclou.sness can JMn Jmow. And this act of cognition, of conscious 

sunders the world into opposites , for experience of the world is 

t;hIOugh 09posites ." (Neumann, p . 104) 

note , r would like to offer a quote which seems to surrcrarize 

particular path of the client' s journey. The quote is from Syrreon 

, 
5 

symools of Transfor:niation (p. 92- 94) : 

And questing after it, my spirit sought 
to oorrprehend the splendour it had s een, 
but found it not as a creature and could 
not get away from erected things , that 
it might ernbrace that uncreated and un
carprehended splendour . Nevertheless it 
wandered evexywhere and strove to be.hold 
it. It searched through the air , it wan
dered over heavens , it crossed the abysses , 
it searched, so it s eerred to the ends of 
the ¼Drld . But in all that it found 
nothing, for all was created . . . And 
when I wearily sought it, I realized 
suddenly that it was within rre , and in 
the midst of my heart it shone like the 
light of a splendid sun . 

And then, in the blowing clouds, she saw 
a band of faint iridescence colouring in 
faint oolours a portion of t.he hill . And, 
forgetting, startled she looked for the 
1:overing oolour and saw a rainbow forming 
itself. In one place it gleaned fiercely, 
and , her heart anguished in the hope, she 
sought the shadow of iris where the bow 
should be • . • 

And the rainbow stood on the earth.. She 
knew that the sordid people who crept hard
scaled and separate on the face of the ,,orld ' s 
: truption -were living still, that the rai.1"1-

w was arched in their blood an.a would 
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·ver to life in their spirit, that they 
~uld cast off their horny covering of dis 
integration, that new, c17an, . naked bodies 
,,..ould issue to a new germination, to a new 
growth, rising to the light and the wind and 
the clean rain of heaven. She saw in the 
rai.nbOW the earth 's new architecture , the 
old brittle corruption of houses and fac
tories swept away, the world built up in a 
living fabric of Truth, fitting the over
arching heaven. 

D.H. Lawrence 
The Rainl:::ow 

and lightning/thunder have, from time imrerror ial, been associated 

Ar!Ong early Finns a.T'ld Lapps, for example , the rainbow was seen 

the Thunder God; lightning was his arrow. (Boyer , p . 43) Australian 

the r ain1::x,..; as the Great Snake with its voice of thunder , lightning 

(Huxley, p . 141) The Native American Iroquois saw the rai.nl:::ow 

t.lie Thunder Spitit. (La.Rousse , p . 429- 30) Thus, it seems 

together for both appear frequently in the 

errergence of the rainbow, so do they appear in 

In Mandala 10/16 (Slide 2) w"e have six bolts of lightning in orange. 

ar number/color combination relates to the ego ideal or body 

and aspiration (will , ambition) . (Kellogg, 1977) This the.me is 

one relates lightning in this particular case, to the Tower Struck by 

sixteenth card of the Tarot, for the tower stands for the body 

flesh- colored) . (Cirlot, p. 327) The lightning hits the tower ' s 

'thus dbes divine inspiration or realization "strike" us. Jakob 

this inage further in the context of a destructive and transforwati ve 

stat
es that "Liberty shines forth as a flash . . . if I could in my 

the flash, which I very well see and know how it is, I could clari::y 
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so that it would s hine with a bri ght light and 

1969, p . 295) Thus , we see how lightning repr esents a "sudde.'1, 

and overpc,,;ering change of psychic condition. " (Jung, 1969 , p . 314) 

In this case, the client had just l::egun therapy and had reported 

bringing t.mconscious material to the s urface and how that wow.d affect 

the pattern to which she had adjusted herself over the years . In 

7 (Slide 3) , we see the black/red combination in lightning form, be

(top-right) and "grounded" in the u..nconscious quad.ran:: 

) • '!his might indicate that the original prirreval chaos rroti.f is bei.,g 

in fact , this session heralded the beginning of body v..10r k in therapy . 

lffll'ldala, of 10/22 {Slide 5) , has a rainl:ow rrotif in mid-heaven. Now 

, myth::>logically, can herald either disaster or good fortune . In the 

le, t."1e rainbow is the "harbinger of war and turbulence;" while 

, the arc beoorres "a precursor of storm. 11 (Eoyer , p . 37- 8) The 

, however, r efer to the 11 ' philosophic rai.Tlbow, ' the efflorescence of 

which heralded the recovery of pure gold ..• a s i gn that the 

llltlNee!?l the elements was over and t.hat peace reigned . " {Eoyer, p . 45) 

like the Biblical reference in ¼hlch the rainbow appears after the 

of the covenant offered by God to man . 

of these paradoxical elerrents is akin t o the esote ric rreaning 

of Lightning, in that chaos precedes and brings forth a new beginning 

tion, in effect, lays the groun&..JOrk for creation and illumination . 

le , 0.'1e aspect of Lhe Buddha, the "Eearer of the Bolt, " stands for 

• He nay carry a thtmderbolt in his hands or on his chest. This bolt 

es "th ' at ¼ieaPon or substance of adama'1tean truth and reality, crnpared 

Ill ot.'ler substances are fragile . 11 His n.arre is Buddha Vajradhara. 

lanskrit Irean.s both "thunderbolt" and 11diarrond ." (Carrpbell, p. 263) 
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fig . 2 
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.. vnands upon this therre when he states that: 
!lJXleY ~ 

it is not L11 the Bible that i,..ie 

~h~i learn why this jeweled bow is the 
token of such a covenant, or how it is 
that men try to hold God to his word by 
oonstructing a rainbow of their own in 
ch.iJreric fonn and wheeling it about the 
streets of t-'.ietz or Tarasoon. We can learn 
nore from the Ibgon whose rainbow is a 
ram-headed snake that drinks the waters 
it has just poured down, or from the 
Bretons, whose rainbow is a serpent wi th 
a bull ' s head and staring eyes . . . 
This is the covenant: that the living and 
tre dead, the cold- blooded snake and the 
hot- blooded bull or ram, are joined in a 
great copula in which one is born where 
the other dies . (Huxley, p . 160) 

mi.nbow can signify cycles of dest...'l"'Uction and creation, of frag

New life, the new dawn is actually that pot of gold, 

is made to disgorge his riches Lthe pot of gol~ in orderly and 

When he dies, the inst:rurrent of his death being the thunderbolt of 

be utters in his agony and which seeds itself in the earth. " 

that following the first neatly constructed 

Beries , other rainbow therres appear in fo:ons that suggest disinte

l0/28 (Slice 22) and 3/3/ (Slide 31) all reflect a spinning, 

Furthenrore , the t..lie..'Te of lightning/r ainbow as c.11aos 

-., beginning can be fotmd by following the sorrewha t obsessi ve- ccrnpul

the series . This first appeared in Mandala 11/3 (Slide 8) . Though 

target Irandala , (See Fig. 3)) the general rroverent indicates 

View Of a target therre; the ooloration reflects the rainbow the.ire . 

CSl.iae 17) · 
l.S closer and a clearer representation of the target/ 
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C. rotas- Sec:~o" 

01 ~~ TI"\~,~ 
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. lY enough/, it is followed directly by an inporta.'1t integration 
tin<J 

(see previous dicsussion of that color canbination. ) 

28) , the original therre is r epeated and is now less 

settled into the obsessi ve- co.l!tpulsi ve pattern. The.Tl , in Mandala 

J3) tie lightning image becomes a part of the sarre pattern, thus 

possible beginning of a breaking up o f that pattern. In Mandala 4/4 

mandala shifts and the lightning rrotif , from the left half of the 

c1ockWise and now occupies t.1-le entire top half. Again, the light.Tling 

In Mandala 4/5 (Slide 40) , the colors take on rrore of a 

t , it 1'.Culd be profitable to interject that, &:>hrre also connects 

that lightning, as associated with the quatern

as a heart. " (Jung, 1969, p . 296) Thus , is 

that the first red, orange, yellow combination which appeared in 

owed the compulsive/rainbow mandala. Fu_rther, in Mandala 4/ll 

see the heart again, in the center of multi- colored flashes of light-

well indicate an integration point. In Mandala 4/5 (Slide 40) , we 

the left-hand, top quadrant shining da.,m five orange r ays; i..r1 Mandala 

) , a seve.'1- rayed orange star replaces the sun. The increase in 

nay indicate the symbol ' s growing power. Next comes the heart with 

~ g bolts and in the very next rnandala, the c lient goes back 

the sun, this tirre , transforming t.rie yellow into Sol Niger, the 

side of the self. But the changes are still occuring as seen in 

<mice 44) and 4/28 (Slide 45) . The lightning in the forrrer bas 

the full, right side o f the rrandala and in the latter it is 

combination from the top right-hand quadrant to the lower left

'l'be Cli e.'1t seems on t."1e verge of a ne-w and significant re- integration 
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lightning/rainbow therre, but the red/black ~ as well 
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SUMMARY STATEMENT 

I feel , covers a major dynamic in the therapy and 

operrent of the client's sense of Self. As stated earlier , thera-

are still in p.rogress and so a neat c losure in terms of the series, 

I could go on further , picking out what I \-.Ould 

•stt>-plots" of this client' s sto:ry - - rrandalas that indicate an oral 

a schizoid dynamic, sexual fears , etc . Yet , I feel that their inclu

point i,.ould serve only to disrupt the flow. These areas, however , 

tion, the client, at this point, is on the verge of entering a nevv 

• The red, orange, yellow t.lierne discussed feels ¼'ell integrated 

The next step would be the prominent use 

In t..1-ie Indian system of chak.ras, the fourth is t.'1e 

~:e.51_:onds to t..lie oolor green. Green, in this work , is a combination 

father yellow and the feminine/positive rrother blue. Hence , 

It sJ_:eaks of responsibility for self (yellow) 

matemal caring for others (blue) . (Kellogg, 1975) 

• have seen that the integration of red, orange and yellow involved 

syml::olic of the Earth, the material plane of the human 

ot, p. 222) 

3/ 28 (Slide 37) , that numerological tharre recurs in the form o:= a 

low blte was never very prominent in earlier mandalas , though it 

!!le first solid appearance of blue, to my mind, carre in !J!..andala 3/18 

a blue field or background. This indicates to rre that the light 

is ~ available to the client and will ce able to mix and play 

~s of the Postive Mother , the Virgin'Mal:y of Christial'\ity. 
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) IodE?e<l, MaIY, i..11 Renaissa..11ce pa:L.11tings , for example , freque.'1tly 

Blue is also "darkness made visibl e . " (Cirlot, p . 51- 2) 

that the ....orking through of the black/red and 

lead to the transfonnation of black into blue. 

t.rierre , however, we can note that in .tvi".andala 3/28 

From the polarities set up within the four , comes 

(Kellogg, 1977) Thus , Mandala 3/29 (Slide 38) , depicts a 

Further the sun in Mandala 4/5 (Slide 40) , is emitting five 

(Slide 41) oontains five- pointed stars . The only exception is 

in the top left comer whic..ri has seven rays. Seve..'1 also appears 

a (Slide 42) as seven lightning bolts converging in the center 

. Six might provide the balance between five and seven; six also 

hentaphrodite which was discussed previously. (Cirlot , p . 222) 

observations , then one can see how appropriate the last mandala 

previous discussions and interpretations . For it i s a cross-section 

la (related to obsessive- corrpulsive qual ities) , divided into five 

colored· in blues and greens. 



PARI' III 

RE--c.REATION AS HEALING 

Everything the Power of the ~orld does is 
done in a c ircle. The sky is rotmd, and I 
have heard that the earth is rou..r1d like a 
ball, and so are all the stars. The wind, 
in its greatest poi.,.;er, whirls . Birds make 
their nests in circles for theirs is the 
sarre religion as ours. The sun corres forth 
and goes d~ again in a circle . The rn:xm 
does the sarre, and lx>th are round. Even 
the s easons fonn a great circle in their 
changing, and always corre back again to 
where they were . . 

Black Elk 
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~ haS noted that nurrerous peoples , f ran the nos t pr imi. ti ve to 

zed, use cosrrogonic myths as a therapeutic rrethod . 

. . . by making the patient symbolically 
"retum to the past" he was rendered contem
p:::>rary with Creation, he lived again in the 
initial plenitude of being. One does not 
reoair a worn-out organism, it must be re
made; the patie nt needs to be torn again; 
Fieneeds as it ,..,,ere , to recover the whole 
energy and potency that a being has at the 
m:::rrent of his bLrth. (Eliade, 1960, p . 481) 

instances, the mandala acco.11panies such r i tuals, s purring a descent 

moonscious , the true beginning o f creati on on several levels. 

sane there of a "return to the past" has been an integral part of 

and psychotherapeutic develof(rents since their inceptions . 

the first to establish and build upon the premise that cures could 

l!f. the surfacing of past, painful traumas, that had been forgotten or 

Thus , psychoanalysis introduced the "re-tracing 

in order to re-enact the crisis, to re- live thepsychic shock and 

(Eliade , 1960, p . 53) Freud, of course, plumbed 

llleonscious; Rank was first to follow traumatization as ::ar back as 

UX:luded the archetypal unconscious dirrensions to this process , a11d 

c a"ld transoersonal psyc'lOlogies, building on this work have 

nore far-reaching and holistic outlooks. The energe.11ce o:: body 

primal therapy, re-birthing and t.11e lot, generally 

cal, errotional , rrental and spi .... itual aspects of ead1 individual. 

(l975) has also pioneered a theoretical frarre"-0.rk for transpersonal 

~ therapy. Throughout these therapeutic rrodes and approaches, the 

!rue Self as a re- uniting of forgotten , lost of little- developed facets 
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,te e,cplored and attempts made at re- integration. Thus, it is not 

in the midst of all this, the mandala has errerged, and is still 

as a reans to center oneself, to re- unite parts of ourselves; in , 
one' s Self =ully and completely. 

~ tnie and deepest use of the mandala. Its acceptance and use by 

profession will , no doubt , be a gradual process. Work is still 

its uses and fLrmly establish it as an accurate and valuable 

can be applied at many levels - diagnostic, self-e}4)ressi ve, and 

profo1.IDdlY, self- healing. 

'Toe cure is to begin living all over again. (Eliade, 

to begin than withi11 the powerful and protective 
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